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NEXT GENERATION ELECTRICAL CAD



Multi award-winning usability

design standards, supports state of the art high-resolution screens (High DPI) and 
multi-display technology. The software also sets new standards for user-experience and 
ergonomics. Its simple, intuitive interface also helps occasional users of Electrical CAD to 

Data of 1.4 million parts
The WSCAD SUITE X PLUS is supplied with a wealth of symbols and parts data. You can 

eCl@ss-ready, always up-to-date and above 
all free of charge - including new user interface, lightning-fast search algorithms and easy 
import. Hosting is free for manufacturers which is why wscaduniverse.com has quickly 
become the world‘s largest Electrical CAD database. And it’s forecasted to continue gro-

time, our specialists can do it for you.

NEXT GENERATION E-CAD: SUITE X PLUS
For all users, area managers, corporations, medium-sized companies  

 
for your electrical engineering requirements.

1.4 M
symbols and parts data



High performance, fair price
While use of the software is simple and easy, it has an impressive array of functions. 

building and room automation and all electrical installations – are all integrated on a single 
platform. This saves huge amount of time and helps prevent errors. Despite its extensive 

Lightning speed
WSCAD has also focused on developing the application’s speed and performance. 

instant. Terminal management is child‘s play and full documentation can be exported over 

faster and quicker. 

Automation
WSCAD SUITE X PLUS enables you to automate repetitive processes and routine tasks. 

company-wide standard. Diagrams can be automatically generated from part-circuits at 

As a result, the design process is reduced from several days to a few minutes which        

Digitisation and integration

buildings are stored in different formats and are rarely updated. This adds unnecessary 
time and takes effort to make sense of the data and creates a higher risk of data duplica-

access. The WSCAD solution interfaces with numerous other Electrical CAD applications 
as well as with your IT and production systems. Data can be easily imported and exported. 
Connection to the PLM and ERP systems of well-known manufacturers and mechatronic 
part lists provide transparency within the overall development processes. You can use 
the data produced with WSCAD SUITE immediately and without additional costs. You are 
then all set for the production of wires, wiring kits, mounting plates and cabinet doors from 
service providers or on in-house NC centres from well-known manufacturers. 

Whether you require new functions or more workplaces, the WSCAD solution is modular 
and scalable. It grows as needed and without the costs of new equipment or data 
interruptions. Simply activate your product key and use the expansion straight away. Due 
to the highly developed and clear structure of the software, individual extensions are also 

requirements. 

Augmented Reality App
One of the highlights of WSCAD SUITE X PLUS PLUS is its Augmented Reality Apps: the 

-
nents in the switchgear cabinet via smartphone and provides them with immediate access 

wired and saves the latest version. An analysis function guarantees that nothing has been 

in WSCAD SUITE. Both apps are free to download from Apple Store and Google Play. 

AR+

3x
Three times less expensive 

than comparable products

manual activities

Augmented
Reality


